Unit 10

1 Vocabulary everyday technology

Write the modern equivalent of these things.

1 library
2 letter
3 map
4 DVD
5 CD
6 radio

1 search engine
2 e
3 n
4 o
5 m
6 p

2 Vocabulary memory and learning

Decide if the pairs of words have a similar (S) or different (D) meaning.

1 learn / teach
2 remember / memorise
3 study / learn
4 train / practise
5 memorise / know
6 forget / remember
7 know / understand
8 relax / test

3 Grammar present perfect

Write R (regular) or I (irregular). Then write the past participle form.

1 work
2 meet
3 speak
4 live
5 teach
6 study
7 do
8 decide
9 play
10 be

1 worked
2 met
3 spoken
4 lived
5 taught
6 studied
7 done
8 decided
9 played
10 been

4 Grammar present perfect

Complete the sentences with the present perfect form of the verbs in Exercise 4.

1 I’ve decided
2 We never
3 She as a receptionist at the art
4 They their new teacher
5 He a guitar in a band since he
6 I not my English homework

5 Vocabulary email addresses and websites

Write how you say these email addresses and websites.

1 www.wildlife.org/jungle
2 sue.fraser@hotmail.co.uk
3 www.seymour.org/podcast-daily
4 nick_ferrar@USAfilm.com

6 Grammar present perfect and past simple

Complete the conversations with present perfect or past simple questions.

A: 1 Have you ever visited (visit) the USA?
B: Yes, I have.
A: 2 _______ (go) there?
B: Three years ago.
A: 3 _______ (go) with?
B: I went with my wife and children.
A: 4 _______ (read) a novel in English?
B: Yes, I have.
A: 5 _______ (read)?
B: I read War Horse by Michael Morpurgo.
A: 6 _______ (enjoy) it?
B: Yes, I did. It’s a good story.